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We are a grassroots, all-volunteer organization of
tenants working to support fellow tenants in

organizing for collective power. 

HELP WITH MINOR REPAIRS

EDUCATION

Serving as a liaison for 
communication between you
and your landlord

Burlington Tenants united

what we do

Who we are
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TENANT UNION ORGANIZING

We are not a nonprofit,
we are not legal professionals. 

We’re a bunch of tenants who think the rent is too
damn high, and we want to do something about it!

Informing tenants about our rights

We can help make minor repairs, walk you 
through repair & deduct and help source tools

ASSISTANCE

Supporting tenants in connecting with other tenants who
share the same landlord, forming tenant associations, 
and collective bargaining with your landlord



If you live in Burlington, or surrounding
areas and are in the process of organizing
your building, or interested in getting help
getting started, reach out to us :) 

btvtenants@gmail.com
802 391 0688 



Know Your Enemy: 
Burlington's Richest Slumlords 
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compiled using publicly available data from 2018 and 2019 
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In January 2021, K
90% of all schedul
City (919 evictions

In 1907, a rent strike by 10,000 New York City tenants was 
launched after their landlord tried to raise the rent 33%. The tenants,
predominantly Jewish immigrants, declared they had to “fight the
landlord as they had the Czar,” and significantly reduced rents for 
2,000 tenants. A key organizer was 15 year old Pauline Newman, a
Lithuanian immigrant who worked in the infamous Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory. This strike led to the passage of NYC's first rent control laws.  
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strike, protested in the streets, and moved their
furniture back into the apartments they 
were evicted from. According to historian 
Mark Naison, these tactics helped restore 
77,000 families to their homes. The 
Harlem Tenants League, formed in 
1929, laid the foundation for militant 
mass action in Black communities 
against racist rent hikes. There were 

multiple significant rent strikes in 1934, including at Knickerboker
Village where 600 tenants refused to pay rent and demanded 
building improvements. The strikes of 1934 were largely 
successful and paved the way for early forms of NYC tenant laws. 
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Amid mass evictions and 
skyrocketing rents, Bronx 
tenants in 1932 went on rent 



KC Tenants stopped 
led evictions in Kansas 
s total) through in-person and online direct
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Community Council on Housing in Harlem and activist
Jesse Gray initiated a large rent strike and won the right
to legally rent strike. For decades Gray organized a 
mass movement       of black tenants in Harlem who  
 striked against             slumlords to force them to make 

 housing conditions, including bringing
dead rats from their buildings to present
to the judge in court. Brooklyn CORE
(Congress of Racial Equality) also used 
a diversity of tactics to expose the
discrimination of landlords who denied
Black tenants housing. CORE sent white 

utilized direct action to protest horriblerepairs. They 

 discriminatory practices, and threatened
landlords with direct action. 

“testers” to apply to housing, documented

dren occupied 15 vacant buildings owned by the 
of Philadelphia. After 108 days, the city agreed to 

vict anyone if they can’t hear anything,” 

aping court websites for eviction docket
Tenants shut down video conferences for
by joining, unmuting, and creating chaos.

izer Tara Raghuveer. In Philadelphia in 2020, 
and a half months, 50 homeless mothers and 

w the mothers and children to stay in the buildings, 

melessness or institutionalization. Additionally, 35 more buildings were 
transferred to the land trust to house the residents of two 

ransfer the buildings to a community land trust held by Philadelphia
using Action, a coalition of activists who have all experienced 

eless encampments. 
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points of unity 

I. HOUSING FOR PROFIT CAN NEVER BE HOUSING FOR ALL  
Housing as a commodity is created by workers but manipulated by
capitalists seeking profits above all else to the detriment of working
class people. The day to day violence of housing injustice– rent,
evictions, and restrictions– is upheld and enforced by courts and cops,
power structures designed to protect ownership at the expense of
human beings. We understand the abolition of private property is a
necessity to human survival.

II. THIS IS A CRISIS OF TENANCY
Our definition of tenant is anyone who does not own and control
housing and real estate. This is a crisis of the working class’ place in
the overall system of social reproduction, so we fight for tenants, not
for housing. Our question is not “to build or not to build” housing, but
“how do we organize the entire housing system?”– our answer is,
“with the demands of tenants at the core”. Our existence as tenants is
our common ground and the shared condition we struggle against. We
stand in solidarity with tenants around the world and recognize our
position inside the world’s imperialist power requires us to carefully
adhere to an internationalist, anti-imperialist framework in our actions
and analysis. 
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III. WORKING CLASS COMMUNITY CONTROL OF HOUSING
IS THE ONLY VIABLE SOLUTION
We recognize the dispossession and subjugation of the working
class and our undignified living conditions as purposeful and
produced. We fight towards working class community control
over how and where we live. 

IV. ORGANIZED RESISTANCE IS NECESSARY FOR RADICAL
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
Our project is to channel the collective power of working class
tenants towards ending landlording in all its forms. Our most
practical line of work is organizing tenant associations and
creating a militant network of tenants prepared to mobilize in
support of one another using a diversity of tactics reflecting the
conditions we face in Vermont. We are not a nonprofit or service
organization with funding and staff– we are working class
tenants acting together to do what we must to survive. 

V. EVERY TENANT HAS SOMETHING TO OFFER
Sustaining the political power to transform our relationship
within the system of social reproduction requires us to be
intentional in our relationships with one another. Our solidarity is
expressed by creating a community of care for ourselves and
each other; deconstructing oppressive biases and behaviors;
taking a thoughtful, proactive approach towards access needs;
working through conflict generatively; and honoring our
commitments to our shared struggle. 



Lots of our neighbors don't feel safe and
comfortable in their houses. Burlington Tenants
United helps our neighbors come together and

make sure we are all safe and comfortable at home! 

Draw your favorite place

in your house 

What do you like about your favorite place? If you 
don't have a favorite place in your house, do you 
have a different favorite place? 





Burlington 
Tenants united

btvtenants@gmail.com
802 391 0688 

If you're a Burlington, S. Burlington or Winooski tenant
facing landlord harassment, threats of eviction,

displacement, repair negligence, and/or want to organize
your building, your neighbors are here to support you!

 

burlingtontenantsunited.org


